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Victoria,
 
As committed during our call last week, I am transmitting the draft White Paper with
various mark-ups and comments.   In our view, most suggestions are likely to reflect ideas
that NRC staff and industry agree on with an improved accuracy.  We understand that this
is NEI’s White Paper and as such it is completely within your prerogative to accept or
reject various changes we have suggested.  During our planned public meeting on 2/5,
various NRC staff members whose views prompted these suggestions will provide you
additional details.
 
We do have one substantive comment: 
 
We believe that the recommendation section should be restructured to convey a clear set
of action items that are directly connected to the objectives of the Working Group. 
Providing 9 recommendations which implicitly points to various recommended actions
makes it difficult to for the NRC staff to weigh in on any proposed next steps. 
 
One option is to rename “Recommendations” with “Observations” and provide a list of
specific actions. It might be a good idea to bin such proposed actions to two groups (short-
term, and long-term). 
 
Doug will include this email and the attachment in public ADAMS so that the NRC staff can
discuss these comments with you and your supporting staff on the February 5th.
 
Thank you!
 
 
 
Sunil D. Weerakkody
Chief, PRA Operations and Human Factors
Division of Risk Assessments
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations
 
Mail Stop: O-10 C-15
Phone: 301-415-2870
Black Berry: 301-5203728
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Draft White Paper for NRC Review & Comment



NRC/NEI RISK-INFORMED STEERING COMMITTEE	Comment by sdw1: This paper is an NEI product.  Staff will review and document its view.

UNCERTAINTY WORKING GROUP





ISSUE DESCRIPTION 



As risk results and insights have been increasingly relied upon to support licensee and regulatory decisions, the appropriate treatment and consideration of uncertainties in the PRAs supporting the decision-making processes have also become more important.  Considerable work has been done on this topic by the nuclear community and others, and there are several guidance documents and standards used in current applications.[footnoteRef:1] However, recent experiences indicate that practical applications can be hindered by: (a) the lack of communication of the uncertainties and their significance to decision-makers; (b) a lack of understanding of the existing guidance on how PRAs are developed and the limitations on what they can and cannot address (a(c) different levels of detail and assumptions made in the development of the supporting PRA models; (db) the lack of sufficient guidance to address important issues, including decision making in the presence of very large, irreducible uncertainties; and (ec) the implications of the differentiated treatment of uncertainty when considering the risk profile from multiple hazards. 	Comment by sdw1: Suggest inclusion since a main insights in these effort was that reasonably good guidance exist but that its visibility has not percolated through the NRC and industry’s main documents. .
 [1:  Key documents include RG 1.174, the ASME/ANS PRA Standard, NUREG-1855, and EPRI 1026511, the guidance document that is a companion to NUREG-1855.] 




OBJECTIVE



The objective of this working group (WG) are:	Comment by sdw1: Suggest that we re-iterate the objective of WG#2

1) Identify the specific causes for not being able to address uncertainties in current risk-informed applications in an efficient or effective manner

2) Evaluate current approaches to addressing uncertainties in risk-informed decision-making and identify any gaps that need to be resolved

3) Propose enhancements to the existing framework for addressing practical aspects of the treatment of uncertainty in risk-informed decision-making

4) Identify potential education mechanisms for both PRA practitioners and broader audiences, with respect to the treatment of uncertainty in decisionmaking is to identify options for follow-on activities needed to develop near- and longer-term solutions to improve the treatment of uncertainty in risk-informed decision making.



The following discussion and recommendations were developed by the NEI WG for review by their NRC counterparts and, ultimately, for presentation to the NRC RISC and the NEI RISCstaff.  



APPROACH



In order to identify the best path forward, the first step was to identify the specific causes for why PRA uncertainties are not consistently characterized in a manner that supports the most effective approach to decision making in current risk-informed applications.  After establishing causes that inhibit the appropriate, consistent most effective treatment of uncertainty in risk-informed decision-making, the existing approaches and the associated guidance for the identification and representation of uncertainty in the estimates of risk metrics were evaluated in order to determine the gaps.  A number of relevant resources already exist, including Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.174, NUREG-1855, NRR Office Instruction LIC-504, and various EPRI documents, including EPRI 1026511.  The goal is to identify the key areas where additional guidance and/or training may be beneficial in order to focus the near-term efforts.  In order to achieve this, several public meetings were held and a public workshop was held on November 20, 2014.  These public interactions yielded a number of insights, and recommendations were generated as presented below.	Comment by Copeland, Douglas: This would infer either that decisions haven’t been made or have been made without adequate consideration of uncertainties (i.e., inferred poor decisions).  The facts are that decisions are made in light of uncertainties every day in every application, but they may not be the most efficient or effective (e.g., they may include conservatisms to account for uncertainties, etc.).











ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT STATUS 



Nature of PRA models



Understanding uncertainties in PRA models requires an understanding of the fundamental and necessary limitations, which can be summarized as follows:



· PRA models are approximate and are constructed by creating a discrete set of scenarios that encompass a range of scenarios.  This is typically done in a bounding manner (e.g., choosing an initiating event that is bounding in terms of required plant and operator response to represent a group) to limit complexity in the PRA and to make the process more manageable.  Thus there is a bias that is not readily measurable.  While this may not be a significant issue for internal events, because the methods are relatively mature, characterizing these uncertainties can be resource intensive for fire, and seismic, and external flood PRAs due to lack of mature consensus methods and the larger associated uncertainties.	Comment by sdw1: Recommend suggested sentences because the NRC staff doesn’t agree with the characterization that a lack of mature consensus is a prime driver for uncertainties

· Some approximations are driven by technological considerations (computer limitations), others by resources (the ability to trace all cables that might be relevant to a fire PRA).  The latter, while not strictly fundamental, is an important consideration.

· Not all potentially relevant elements are included (e.g., errors of commission (EOCs), inter-system common cause failures (CCFs), recovery actions that are not explicitly covered in procedures, some mitigation capability), either because methods do not support their inclusion (EOCs and inter-system CCFs) or they don’t have a significant impact on the results. (e.g., fire water as a source of injection in a BWR).  These approximations introduce a mixture of non-conservative and conservative bias.	Comment by sdw1: Suggest deleting because fire water injection may have a significant impact

· Some phenomena are not well understood, or have irreducible uncertainties or models are crude (e.g., fire growth modeling, fragility evaluation).	Comment by sdw1: Recommend adding text to note that some phenomenon are inherently random and have irreducible uncertainties.

· Some assumptions are unstated and, while not significant for the base case assessment, could be relevant for specific applications, e.g., recovery actions.



As a consequence, PRA results are by their nature approximate and contain biases that cannot always be explicitly captured in an uncertainty analysis.   For risk-informed decisionmaking Tthe best that can be done to address this situation is to identify and communicate the sources of those biases and either develop more detailed models or demonstrate that the impact is not significant (as has been done for EOCs in some studies).	Comment by sdw1: Suggest revising.  If we just say the models are biased, this will reinforce a view that PRA is inherently flawed while ignoring the benefits and the true impact of the biases.  Revised words characterizes staff views more accurately/	Comment by Copeland, Douglas: Are you aware of any discussion of EOC being left out because it is not significant?  If not, suggest deleting.



What does PRA Uncertainty Analysis do and what does it not do?



Uncertainty is classified as either parametric, model, or completeness.  These uncertainties are addressed in different ways, such as:



· Parametric uncertainty is typically addressed in the quantification of models and is reflected as a probability distribution on the assessed risk metrics.  The mean of this distribution is used as the a representative value of the metric.

· Model uncertainties are typically addressed through the use of sensitivity studies to explore how the mean values and insights change when alternate assumptions are made. However, some model uncertainty may be incorporated into the probability distribution  on the risk metricsof the calculated hazard or model, but only when the estimation approaches have an approach means for doing so (e.g., SSHAC approach for seismic hazard assessment).  

· Completeness uncertainties cannot beare difficult to quantifyied.  This has been recognized in guidance (e.g., RG 1.174) as an uncertainty that has to be is most often addressed by considering factors such as defense in depth and safety margins.



Conclusion:  the mean value and the characterization of uncertainty are conditional on all the assumptions that went into the PRA model.  However, in practice, not all of the effects of the sources of uncertainty are captured in the mean.  In particular, the biases introduced by the approximations and modeling assumptions are not included.	Comment by sdw1: Suggest revising.  The bias will be there if it’s part of an assumption. It is really a matter of communication to the decision-makers so they understand the implications. Otherwise, this statement implies that PRAs are misleading by nature which the WG disagrees with. PRA exists within a certain framework in which some aspects are included and others are not (as more clearly articulated above). We need to agree to this basic rule and move on where it can be improved or better characterized; otherwise the misperception of PRA as “wrong” by some non-practitioners will continue.  Consider revising.



Assessment of Current Treatment of PRA Uncertainty in Decision Making



The acceptance guidelines in RG 1.174 are intended to be compared with the mean value of the probability distribution for the corresponding risk metric(s).  However, as stated in RG 1.174, 



 “…the state-of-knowledge, or epistemic, uncertainties associated with PRA calculations preclude a definitive decision with respect to the region in which the application belongs based purely on the numerical results.”



“…comparison of the PRA results with the acceptance guidelines must be based on an understanding of the contributors to the PRA results and on the robustness of the assessment of those contributors and the impacts of the uncertainties, both those that are explicitly accounted for in the results and those that are not.”



Implementation of this guidance has been challenging for a number of reasons including the following:



· There is a tendency to focus on absolute numbers and not enough on the insights, i.e., the risk drivers and what their implications are.

· The mean values derived from the propagation of parameter uncertainty include biases that are the result of modeling approximations, which and are not quantified and/or not communicated completely for decisionmaking purposes.  These biases may be conservative or non-conservative.  

· The increased scope of PRA models to include fire, seismic, and flood events as initiating hazards has exacerbated this concern because of the differing levels of detail and approximation in hazard modeling and plant response  and any resulting biases in the modeling.  The acceptance guidelines require a comparison with the aggregated results of the risk assessments for the contributing hazards.  The processes for effectively aggregating and interpreting aggregated results are not well defined.

· Existing guidance is unclear concerning when and how to address the sources of uncertainty that are not captured in the mean value, but have been shown to potentially challenge the acceptance guidelines by using the other principles of risk-informed decision making (RIDM) (e.g., defense-in-depth).

· Existing guidance is unclear on how to deal with very large uncertainties that cast doubt on the relevance of the mean values generated (see EPRI 1026511 for a discussion of dealing with very large uncertainties).	Comment by sdw1: Does this imply EPRI 1026511 is unclear or that it provides an example? In some cases, the guidance is unclear, in others, guidance exists that could have helped in specific real life applications but NRC and industry staff were uninformed of what the existing guidance said..  Consider providing a capsule summary for RISC readers 

· There is a need for betterlack of  understanding of the expectations for addressing model uncertainties, despite the publication of NUREG-1855 and EPRI 1016737. 

· Some practitioners have expressed concerns that the expectations for addressing uncertainty are too onerous due to limited guidance and the potentially large number of sensitivity analyses that may be required.

· Lack of a specific framework for communication of the uncertainties and their significance to decision-makers is challenging, partly due to a lack of understanding of how PRAs are developed and the limitations on what they can and cannot address.



RECOMMENDATIONS



Overall the staff believes that the recommendation section should be re-written,  One option is to rename “Recommendation” with “Observations” and follow-up with a couple of recommendations and an associated set of follow-up actions that industry and staff should consider based on priorities\resources.  It might be a good idea to bin such proposed actions to two groups (short-term, and long-term).  To that extent, we have provided staff views on each of the recommendations.   During the public meeting, we will further elaborate on these thoughts.





The working group (WG) has developed the following recommendations.  They fall into two categories: (1) the enhancement of the existing guidance for addressing uncertainty, and (2) identification of potential education mechanisms (e.g., training, communications), for both PRA practitioners and broader audiences, with respect to the treatment of uncertainty in the context of decision-making.  







Gaps and Areas for Enhancements to Existing Framework 



EThese enhancements need to be consistent with, and based upon, the principles for good decision-making.  The enhanced framework will also continue to focus on maintaining the unique advantage of PRAs, i.e., their ability to develop a quantitative perspective using appropriate data and methods, and while also producing enabling qualitative insights from a systematic process. 



Recommendation 1:  Clarify Expectations for the Treatment of Uncertainty	Comment by sdw1: Staff agrees with this observation.  Changes are suggested to further clarify staff views.  We also envision this observation pointing to recommendations  to update RG 1.174, NUREG 1855 and the EPRI document.



In general, the existing guidance that addresses the treatment of uncertainty does not provide clear expectations on what information is needed and how the information should be interpreted in the context of risk-informed decision-making.  This is applicable at both the practitioner and decision-maker levels.  For example, in the current version of RG 1.174, guidance on is written at a very high, almost philosophical level and lacks details needed concerning  the practical application of this concept is limited (with an explicit reference to NUREG-1855 for further details.  NUREG-1855 and the related EPRI documents are more specific and contain guidance that would provide an advancement on what is currently available in the main references such as RG 1.174 (even if some generic aspects of the guidance in these documents can be enhanced, but the guidance is still somewhat generic in nature.  For Example, NUREG-1855 contains a description of general “regimes” based on the proximity of the risk results to the acceptance guidelines (e.g., PRA results in a range closer to the acceptance guidelines).  Some specific explanations would be beneficial in clarifying the way how the decision-making “regimes” described in NUREG-1855 should be interpreted (that are tied to specific expectations for what needs to be addressed) described in NUREG-1855 should be interpreted  with respect to the manner in which guidance, e.g., Reg. Guide RG 1.174, characterizes the acceptance guideline “regions” (i.e., tied to specific expectations for what needs to be addressed).  In addition, other risk-informed regulatory guidance and industry application guides should be reviewed and updated, as appropriate, to adopt these expectations and to clarify how they should be applied in a particular application.  	Comment by Copeland, Douglas: Recommend including insight that guidance in these documents is useful. E.g., NUREG-1855 does contain a discussion of regimes that would have been useful in RG1.174 even if the specific details on decision-making need to be further defined.	Comment by Copeland, Douglas: Suggest identifying other specific documents.



Recommendation 2:  Provide Guidance on Aggregation	Comment by sdw1: This observation appears to point to an action to complete the EPRI work and share it.  



Guidance on aggregation of different risk contributors is needed.  On-going EPRI work in this area may provide benefit to the WG activities.  This same EPRI work provides some initial concepts for providing decision--makers with the information necessary for a risk-informed decision.  Sharing of the EPRI work with NRC should be expedited.  

	

Recommendation 3:  Develop Guidance on Integrating PRA Results into a Decision-Making Framework



The relationship to the integrated decision-making process and the interrelationship between the assessments of the different principles of RIDM are not clearly discussed in the current guidance documents.  The lack of specific integrated guidance on what information needs to be included and how it should be presented results in inconsistency in how the information is characterized.  This results in failing to provide information concerning uncertainties in a way that it can be appropriately considered when making a decision. Existing guidance addresses this issue in a piecemeal manner.  For example, EPRI 1026511 provides guidance on the use of the PRA insights to inform the assessment of defense-in-depth.  LIC-504 provides a framework to document an assessment of all the principles for communication with decision-makers.  Appendix M of IMC 609 provides a qualitative risk-informed framework for evaluating inspection findings that include significant uncertainty, but the guidance is quite high-level and the entry conditions are not well defined.  TSome of the qualitative attributes and concepts in Appendix M  can be applied to risk-informed SDP decisions under the current guidance in IMC 0609, even when quantification is possible, however, recent experience tends to suggest that decisions are more risk-based (i.e., focus on a mean value without taking into account model uncertainties and/or unquantifiable insights). In addition, other parts of the Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) are largely risk-based and would benefit from the use of more risk-informed concepts in Appendix M.  EPRI has on-going work related to aggregation and risk-informed decision-making that should be shared with the NRC.  	Comment by Copeland, Douglas: It seems specific guidance exists, but it’s not integrated across the appropriate documents (e.g., NUREG and Reg. Guide and/or IMCs).	Comment by Copeland, Douglas: Staff does not agree that there has been failure.  The staff recognizes (as indicated in the opening of the document, uncertainty is growing in importance and references exist that can be used to improve guidance.  



Recommendation 4:  Develop Additional Guidance on Addressing Specific Challenges  



Two areas where additional guidance is warranted include:

· In some cases, the lack of data can make computation of a reliable mean value challenging, e.g., certain rare environmental conditions.  Guidance needs to be enhanced to is needed to address situations in which data is scare.where the mean values are not as meaningful as other contributors.	Comment by sdw1: Suggested change is more reflective staff’s view.

· Conservatisms, although widely employed in traditional safety analysis, have the potential to skew risk results, make relevant insights harder to extract, and in some instances lead to non-conservative decisions.  Additional guidance is needed to assist practitioners and decision-makers in addressing this.	Comment by sdw1: It is difficult to extract a specific long-term or a short-term follow-up action from this?  How is this connected connect to the overall objective?



Recommendation 5:  Provide Guidance on Addressing Mitigating Strategies in RIDM	Comment by sdw1: This is an important topic .  Explain how this is relevant to WG#2’s objective.  Is there a long- or a short-term actions that you want the industry or regulatory to follow?  For example, are you recommending that this be an area of focus for RISC?



Creating a means to address Mitigating Strategies in risk-informed decision-making is important in the post-Fukushima era.  This may be through incorporation in the PRA model, or through a separate means.  This is becoming a pressing need as the implementation of EA 12-049 has already been completed at some sites, with the rest of the fleet following in the near term.



Recommendation 6:  Continue to Improve NUREG-1855 and Supporting EPRI Guidance	Comment by sdw1: This observation points to a couple of short-term actions.



A “pilot” of NUREG-18585 is recommended using one or more actual risk-informed decisions either prior to or shortly after issuance of Rev. 1.  NUREG-1855 provides guidance and insights that may be beneficial to consider incorporating into IMC 609 for use in the significance determination process (SDP).  Expediting the incorporation of the applicable insights and recommendations will require near-term resource commitments on the part of both industry and NRC.  



Gaps in Education on Uncertainty and Decision-making



Recommendation 7:  Conduct Annual Industry-NRC meetings on RIDM



As needed, a practical regularly scheduled, joint NRC-EPRI meeting on risk-informed decision-making would raise awareness of key issues and help educate practitioners as well as decision-makers.

  	

Recommendation 8:  Provide Education for Practitioners on Current Guidance



A joint NRC-EPRI workshop is recommended upon issuance of NUREG-1855 to help practitioners understand the expectations and supporting EPRI guidance.  Such a workshop was held when the original NUREG-1855 was issued.



Recommendation 9:  Provide Develop/Enhance a Training Courses on Risk-informed Decision-making and the Role of Uncertainty



Both the NRC and industry provide a number of training courses geared toward PRA practitioners (i.e., focused on the technical aspects of uncertainty).  Less focus exists on informing The training should be focused on the needs of both PRA practitioners andkey decision-makers of the relevant PRA aspects that could impact a specific application as described in some of the challenges/recommendations above. Specific training that addresses those components should be developed that discusses the real life implications of the treatment of uncertainty; with an appropriate balance of technical, regulatory, and decision-making perspective.  	Comment by Copeland, Douglas: Suggest added language to clarify intent. Just another training may not be sufficient without appropriate focus.  What specific long- or short-term actions?  This can be a general observation.
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